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Abstract

Dendritic mesoporous bioactive glass nanoparticles (DMBGNs) with unique three-

dimensional structures are attracting increasing attention for biomedical applications. 

However, it is still challenging to tune the chemical composition of DMBGNs. In this 

work, we provide for the first time a feasible post-impregnation approach to incorporate 

metallic ions (Ca and Ce) into dendritic mesoporous silica nanoparticles, resulting in 

SiO2-CaO (DMBGNs) and SiO2-CaO-CeO2 (Ce-DMBGNs) without destroying the 

dendritic mesoporous topography. Both DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs were amorphous, 

negatively charged, with a hydrodynamic size of ~200 nm. The synthesized DMBGNs 

and Ce-DMBGNs exhibited high bioactivity as evidenced by the rapid formation of 

hydroxyapatite (HA) after immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF) for 7 days. In 

addition, DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs showed high propolis loading efficiency and 

sustained release behavior. The results suggest that developed Ce-DMBGNs have the 

potential to be used as a delivery vehicle of therapeutic ions and drugs in bone 

regeneration applications.

Keywords: Cerium; Bioactive glass; Dendritic mesoporous nanoparticle; Bioactivity; 

Drug delivery
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1. Introduction

Mesoporous bioactive glass nanoparticles (MBGNs) are gaining tremendous attention 

in a variety of biomedical applications, from tissue engineering to drug delivery as a 

result of their remarkable properties [1]–[3]. Compared to conventional bioactive 

glasses (BGs), MBGNs produced by sol-gel approaches possess controllable 

morphologies with large specific surface area, uniform pore distribution, and ordered 

pore channels [3]–[5]. In particular, dendritic mesoporous silicate bioactive glass 

nanoparticles (DMBGNs) with hierarchically porous structures and open 3D center-

radial channels are becoming promising platforms in the area of biomedicine for 

delivering therapeutic biomolecules and inorganic ions [6]–[8]. However, it is still 

challenging to incorporate therapeutic ions (particularly metallic ions) into DMBGNs 

due to the usually reported complicated synthesis processes of these nanoparticles 

[9]. In conventional synthesis of dendritic mesoporous silicate nanoparticles, multiple 

organic solvents and templates are usually required. The required precursors (usually 

salts) may interact with these organic species, resulting in distorted mesoporous 

structures [10]. In addition, the required washing steps for removing excessive organic 

solvents and templates prevent the incorporation of metallic ions into nanoparticles 

[11]. In our previous study, we applied organic solvent-free synthesis to obtain SiO2-

CaO DMBGNs [7]. A post impregnation approach was applied to include Ca ions, 

avoiding the deformation of the well-formed dendritic mesopores [7]. This post 

impregnation strategy is expected to be able to introduce other metallic ions into 

DMBGNs.
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Incorporation of therapeutic agents or/and biologically active ions is a convenient 

approach to endow BGs with multifunctional properties including antioxidant, anti-

inflammatory, angiogenesis, and antibacterial effects [12], [13]. It is worth noting that 

cerium (Ce), a rare-earth element with antioxidant activities, has potential as catalase 

and superoxide dismutase to limit the reactive oxygen species level in the body, which 

can be attributed to the switching in oxidation states between Ce3+ and Ce4+ in 

physiological fluids [14]–[16]. Ce doped BGs have been evidenced to present 

antioxidant, antibacterial, osteogenic and angiogenic properties [16], [17]. However, 

incorporation of Ce into multifunctional DMBGNs has not been reported yet. Given the 

unique pore structure and desirable composition, Ce-doped DMBGNs (Ce-DMBGNs) 

are promising materials for the delivery of therapeutic ions and biomolecules.

Herein, SiO2-CaO-CeO2 (Ce-DMBGNs) were firstly synthesized by using a dual-

templating strategy in a facile and green synthesis route followed by post impregnation 

of ions (Ca and Ce). Ca and Ce ions were included into DMSNs separately. The 

morphology, composition, structure, and bioactivity of the synthesized nanoparticles 

were investigated. 

In order to evaluate the drug delivery capability of Ce-DMBGNs, we also investigated 

the drug loading and release behavior of the nanoparticles using propolis as the target 

drug. Propolis is a naturally non-toxic resinous mixture produced by honeybee, 

exhibiting a wide range of biological activities such as antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal, 

antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory properties [18], [19]. This resinous mixture (more 

than 300 constituents depending on the source) is composed of 50 % resin, 30 % wax, 
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10 % essential oils, 5 % pollen and 5 % other organic compounds, of which 

polyphenols are regarded as the main pharmaceutically effective molecules [20]. On 

account of its therapeutic advantages and cost-effective feature, propolis is considered 

attractive in medical care, e.g., oral and dermatological applications [19]. The 

combination of BGs and polyphenols has been shown to exhibit synergistic effects 

leading to improved therapeutic outcomes [21]. Therefore, we used propolis for this 

drug delivery study considering the potential of Ce-DMBGNs/propolis formulations for 

biomedical applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs

To synthesize DMBGNs, a two-step process was performed as reported in the 

previous study with slight modification [7]. Firstly, dendritic mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles (DMSNs) were produced using a sol-gel approach in a dual-template 

and organic solvent-free reaction system. Briefly, 1.52 g of cetyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (CTAB), 0.38 g of sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS), and 0.34 g of 

triethanolamine (TEA) were dissolved in 100 mL of deionized (DI) water under stirring 

at 80 ◦C for 1 h. 15.51 mL of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) were added afterwards 

and stirred continuously for another 2 h. The obtained nanoparticles were collected 

and washed by centrifuge, and then dried at 60 ◦C overnight. In regard to the 

incorporation of Ca, 0.15 g of produced silica nanoparticles were dispersed in 20 mL 

of 0.25 M calcium nitrate aqueous solution (molar ratio of Ca/Si = 2) at 25 ◦C. After 
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stirring for 1 h, the modified nanoparticles were collected and dried overnight. To 

incorporate Ce, the dried nanoparticles were redispersed in ethanol solution of cerium 

nitrate (0.01 M, 0.03 M and 0.05 M, respectively) at 16 mg/mL and stirred for 30 min 

at 25 ◦C. The obtained Ce-DMBGNs were labelled as 1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-DMBGNs 

and 5Ce-DMBGNs, respectively. After the impregnation process, the resulting 

nanoparticles were washed three times with ethanol and dried overnight in an electric 

oven at 60 ◦C. 

All dried nanoparticles were eventually calcinated at 700 ◦C for 5h 30 min with a 

heating rate of 2 ◦C/min. All used chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(Darmstadt, Germany) and used as received without further purification.

2.2. Characterization

The morphology of nanoparticles was observed using field-emission scanning electron 

microscopy (FE-SEM, Auriga, Carl Zeiss, Germany) and scanning-transmission 

electron microscopy (S-TEM, FEI Talos F200S, Thermo Fischer Scientific, US). 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, X-MaxN, Oxford Instruments, UK) was 

performed to analyze the composition of the nanoparticles. To investigate the structure 

of the samples, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, IRAffinity-1S, 

SHIMADZU, Japan) was used in attenuated total reflection, and X-ray diffraction 

analysis (XRD, MiniFlex 600, Rigaku, Japan) was conducted in a 2θ range of 10–60 °. 

The zeta potential values were detected by Zetasizer nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, 

UK) and the hydrodynamic size and polydispersity index (PDI) of the samples were 

characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) instrument (Zetasizer nano ZS, 
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Malvern Instruments, UK).

2.3. In vitro bioactivity

The assessment of in vitro bioactivity (surface reactivity) of the nanoparticles was 

carried out in simulated body fluid (SBF) in terms of the formation of hydroxyapatite 

(HA) as proposed by Kokubo et al. [22]. In brief, 4 groups of BG nanoparticles (DMSNs, 

DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs and 3Ce-DMBGNs) were incubated in SBF at a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL in an orbital shaker at a constant speed of 90 rpm and 

temperature of 37 ◦C for up to 7 days. At each predetermined time point, the particles 

were collected and rinsed with DI water before being dried at 60 ◦C in an electric oven 

overnight. The formation of HA was evaluated by FTIR, XRD, and SEM-EDS analyses.

2.4. Propolis loading and in vitro release

To prepare the propolis loaded nanoparticles, propolis (20 v%, Allura Naturheilmittel 

GmbH, Germany) solution was firstly diluted to the concentration of 10 v% using 

ethanol for drug loading. Then 500 mg of each sample (DMSNs, DMBGNs and 1Ce-

DMBGNs) were soaked into 10 mL of 10 v% propolis solution under stirring at room 

temperature in the dark for 8 h. Subsequently, the mixture was centrifuged and washed 

to remove non-adsorbed propolis prior to drying. The propolis loaded nanoparticles 

were designated as DMSNs@Pr, DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-DMBGNs@Pr, respectively. 

FITR analysis was performed on propolis loaded samples. The formula used for 

calculating the loading efficiency was:

Loading efficiency (%) = 
𝐴 ― 𝐵

𝐴  × 100 %
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where A and B represent the initial and final concentrations of propolis, respectively.

The in vitro release profile of propolis was determined by immersing DMSNs@Pr, 

DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-DMBGNs@Pr into 10 mL of phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH 

7.4) at a concentration of 1 mg/mL in an incubator at 90 rpm shaking speed and 37 ◦C. 

At pre-set time points (1, 2, 4, 8, 24, 48, 72, 120, 168, 240 and 336 h), 2 mL of 

supernatant was extracted for measurement and 2 mL of fresh PBS was replenished. 

The extracted supernatant was evaluated by UV-vis spectrometer (Specord40, 

Analytic Jena) coupled with WinASPECT 2.5.8.0 software at a wavelength of 300 nm 

[23].

2.5. Statistical analysis

Each experiment was carried out at least in triplicate. The results were reported as 

mean values ± standard deviation (S.D.).

3. Results and discussion

The structural and morphological characteristics of materials have a profound 

influence on their physical and chemical properties. The morphologies and 

compositions of various DMBGNs were examined by TEM and SEM coupled with EDS 

analysis. Figure 1 shows representative TEM (left column) and SEM (middle column) 

images of DMSNs, DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-DMBGNs and 5Ce-DMBGNs. From 

TEM images, center-radial dendritic shapes and opening cone-like mesopores are 

distinctly observed for all particles, and the particles sizes are evenly ~100 nm. 

Additionally, SEM results reveal that all particles show fairly homogenous spherical 
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shape with visibly three-dimensional mesopores and wrinkles on the surface, agreeing 

well with that of particles synthesized using similar approaches reported in the 

literature [7], [24]. Incorporation of Ca and Ce did not affect the morphologies of the 

particles significantly. DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-DMBGNs and 5Ce-DMBGNs 

retain a similar size and the structure of DMSNs. Figure 1(c, f, i, l, o) show the EDS 

spectra of the 5 groups of particles, revealing the presence of Si, Ca, and Ce elements 

in the corresponding nanoparticles. Ca peaks can be found in the EDS spectrum of 

DMBGNs (Figure 1f). Meanwhile, both Ca and Ce peaks can be observed in the EDS 

spectra of 1Ce-DMBG (Figure 1i), 3Ce-DMBG (Figure 1l) and 5Ce-DMBG (Figure 1o), 

indicating the successful incorporation of Ca and Ce into Ce-DMBGNs. 

Figure 1 TEM (left), SEM images (middle) and EDS spectra (right) of DMSNs (a-c), 
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DMBGNs (d-f), 1Ce-DMBGNs (g-i), 3Ce-DMBGNs (j-l) and 5Ce-DMBGNs (m-o).

Table 1 Actual compositions of nanoparticles (in mol%) calculated from EDS results.

Designation SiO2 CaO CeO2

DMSNs 100 - -

DMBGNs 85 ± 9 15 ± 9 -

1Ce-DMBGNs 89.3 ± 0.2 9.7 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.1

3Ce-DMBGNs 95.7 ± 0.8 3.1 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.1

5Ce-DMBGNs 97.6 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.1

The actual compositions of the nanoparticles are summarized in Table 1. For DMBGNs, 

the calculated composition was ~85SiO2-15CaO (mol%) determined by EDS analysis. 

After post-modification with different concentrations of cerium precursor, the actual 

compositions of these particles varied accordingly from ~85SiO2-15CaO (mol%) for 

DMBGNs to ~89SiO2-10CaO-1CeO2 (mol%) for 1Ce-DMBGNs, ~96SiO2-3CaO-

1CeO2 (mol%) for 3Ce-DMBGNs, and ~98SiO2-1CaO-1CeO2 (mol%) for 5Ce-

DMBGNs. With the increasing amount of added Ce precursors in the reaction system, 

the actual concentrations of Ca ions in particles decreased, while Ce concentrations 

remained approximately constant at 1 mol%. It could be deduced that 1 mol% CeO2 

could have reached the maximum amount of Ce ions adsorbed by this type of 

nanoparticles. Depending on the synthesizing process, DMBGNs without heating 

treatment were used for Ce incorporation, as a result, most Ca ions were only 
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adsorbed onto the surface of silica nanoparticles, not diffusing into and entering the 

silicate framework [25], [26]. Moreover, during the reaction, the presence of positively 

charged Ca and Ce ions could adversely affect the adsorption due to the repulsion 

interactions, leading to reduced metallic ions adsorption onto silica nanoparticles [27]. 

Therefore, with higher concentration of Ce precursor solution, a greater loss of Ca ions 

occurred, leading to lower percentages of CaO in Ce-DMBGNs. 

Table 2 Characterization results of zeta-potential, hydrodynamic size and 

polydispersity index values in DI water.

Designation Zeta potential (mV) Hydrodynamic size (nm) PDI

DMSNs -39 ± 5 215.4 ± 0.6 0.140

DMBGNs -18 ± 5 221 ± 1 0.338

1Ce-DMBGNs -32 ± 8 215 ± 1 0.306

3Ce-DMBGNs -35 ± 7 186 ± 3 0.213

5Ce-DMBGNs -35 ± 7 191 ± 3 0.233

The zeta potential values (Table 2) of DMSNs, DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-

DMBGNs and 5Ce-DMBGNs were -39 ± 5, -18 ± 5, -32 ± 8, -35 ± 7 and -35 ± 7 mV, 

respectively, which suggest that all nanoparticles were negatively charged due to the 

presence of deprotonated silanol groups. The high values of zeta potential also 

indicate the good stability of these nanoparticles in DI water. The zeta potential value 

of DMBGNs (-18 mV) was lower compared to that of DMSNs (-39 mV), probably owing 

to the incorporation of positive charged Ca ions. After doping with Ce ions, the zeta 
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potential values of nanoparticles (1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-DMBGNs and 5Ce-DMBGNs) 

decreased to ~-30 mV, which could be attributed to the reduction of total cation 

percentage, as shown in EDS results. DLS measurements showed the hydrodynamic 

sizes of all nanoparticles were ~200 nm. In addition, the PDI values were < 0.5, 

indicating the homogeneous dispersion and stability of all nanoparticles in an aqueous 

solution [28]. After the incorporation of Ca and Ce, the PDI values increased from 0.140 

for DMSNs to 0.338 for DMBGNs, 0.306 for 1Ce-DMBGNs, 0.213 for 3Ce-DMBGNs, 

and 0.233 for 5Ce-DMBGNs, revealing a slight decline in the dispersion of the 

nanoparticles.

Figure 2 (a) FTIR spectra and (b) XRD patterns of DMSNs, DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs, 

3Ce-DMBGNs and 5Ce-DMBGNs.

Figure 2a exhibits FTIR spectra of DMSNs, DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs, 3Ce-DMBGNs 

and 5Ce-DMBGNs. No significant differences can be observed among the 5 groups of 

nanoparticles showing typical FTIR bands of silicate BGs. The bands located at ~460 

and ~810 cm-1 could be assigned to Si-O-Si rocking and symmetric stretching 
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vibrations, respectively [29]. The bands at ~1080 cm-1 could be attributed to the 

asymmetric stretching vibration of Si-O-Si bonds [30]. The presence of these 

components indicated the formation of a silicate network. As seen in Figure 2b, a broad 

band located at 2θ = ~24° corresponding to an amorphous silicate phase could be 

observed in XRD patterns of all nanoparticles, revealing the amorphous characteristics 

of Ce-DMBGNs without formation of crystalline cerium oxide nanoparticles.

Figure 3 (a-b) FTIR spectra and (c) XRD patterns of nanoparticles after soaking in 
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SBF for 3 and 7 days; (d-g) SEM images at different magnifications and (h-j) EDS 

spectra of (d) DMSNs, (e, h) DMBGNs, (f, i) 1Ce-DMBGNs and (g, j) 3Ce-DMBGNs 

after soaking in SBF for 7 days.

The in vitro HA formation capability of nanoparticles was verified by immersing 

nanoparticles in SBF for 3 and 7 days. Considering the relatively low CaO content of 

5Ce-DMBG, the bioactivity study was only carried out on DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs and 

3Ce-DMBGNs. After soaking in SBF for 3 days, the characteristic P–O vibrational peak 

at ~559 cm-1 was only found in the FTIR spectrum of DMBGNs (Figure 3a), indicating 

the presence of a CaP-rich layer on the DMBGNs surfaces [31]. However, two split 

bands located at around 560 cm-1 and 600 cm-1 are observed in the FTIR spectra 

(Figure 3b) of DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs and 3Ce-DMBGNs after immersion in SBF for 

7 days, which correspond to the P-O bonds of crystalline calcium phosphate phases 

[31], [32]. XRD patterns (Figure 3c) further confirmed the in vitro mineralization of the 

synthesized nanoparticles after soaking in SBF for 7 days. Two distinct diffraction 

peaks are observed at 2θ = 25.8° and 32.0° on the XRD patterns of DMBG after 7 

days, which can be related to hexagonal HA crystalline (JCPDS 09-0432). Additionally, 

diffraction peaks at approximately 2θ = 32°, corresponding to the lattice plane (112) of 

HA, are observed in the XRD diffraction patterns of 1Ce-DMBGNs and 3Ce-DMBGNs 

after incubating in SBF for 7 days. The formation of a HA phase was further supported 

by SEM investigation. After immersion in SBF for 7 days, petal-like and needle-like 

crystals were clearly observed on DMBGNs, 1Ce-DMBGNs and 3Ce-DMBGNs, except 
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for DMSNs, revealing the crystalline HA formation on these nanoparticles. To verify 

the composition of the formed crystals, EDS analysis was conducted on DMBGNs, 

1Ce-DMBGNs and 3Ce-DMBGNs. The EDS spectra confirmed the existence of P and 

Ca elements, indicating the formation of Ca-P species. The Ca/P molar ratios were 

1.61 for DMBG, 1.50 for 1Ce-DMBG, 1.53 for 3Ce-DMBG, respectively, which means 

that the formed HA crystalline phase was Ca-deficient and the Ca/P molar ratio could 

increase with soaking time [33].

Figure 4 (a) FTIR spectra of propolis and propolis loaded nanoparticles (DMSNs@Pr, 

DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-DMBGNs@Pr); (b) propolis release profiles of DMSNs@Pr, 

DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-DMBGNs@Pr.

Propolis is a naturally active product including flavonoids, diterpenic acids, phenolic 

acids, amino acids, etc. [34]. DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs can be efficiently loaded with 

propolis with a loading efficiency of 66.1 ± 6.1 % and 65.9 ± 6.3 %, respectively, which 

however were lower than that of DMSNs (71.6 ± 3.8 %). This reduction in loading 

efficiency is probably due to the decreased specific surface area after post modification 

[7], [35]. FTIR analysis was done to investigate the presence of propolis in the 
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nanoparticles. As seen in the FITR spectra of DMSNs@Pr, DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-

DMBGNs@Pr, bands located at ~2935 cm-1 could be attributed to ketone and phenol 

groups in propolis [36]. In addition, bands located in the range of 1363-1635 cm-1 could 

be assigned to stretching vibrations of C=O and C-O groups of flavonoids, bending 

vibrations of N-H groups of amino acid [23], [36], confirming the successful loading of 

propolis into nanoparticles. Figure 4b shows accumulative release profiles of propolis 

from DMSNs@Pr, DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-DMBGNs@Pr. A burst release occurring 

within initial 8 h reaching ~32, ~30, ~29 % for DMSNs@Pr, DMBGNs@Pr and Ce-

DMBGNs@Pr, respectively, was observed, which is likely due to the portion of propolis 

deposited on the surface of the particles. Afterwards, compared to DMSNs@Pr, more 

slightly sustained and slower release was achieved for DMBGNs@Pr and especially 

for Ce-DMBG@Pr, and finally up to concentrations of ~56 % for DMSNs@Pr, ~53 % 

for DMBGNs@Pr and ~52 % for Ce-DMBGNs@Pr. The possible reason is the blocking 

of the mesopores during the release process by water-insoluble components in 

propolis, e.g., resin and wax. In conclusion, all three groups of nanoparticles revealed 

sustained release behavior of propolis. Ce-DMBGNs especially have significant 

potential as therapeutic molecule (including propolis) carriers with sustained release 

capability. Being loaded with propolis, Ce-DMBGNs are expected to exert superior 

antibacterial and antioxidant effects for bone repair applications, particularly in the 

context of infection, by exploiting the synergistic effect of Ce and propolis release.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we prepared DMSNs via a sol-gel approach by using dual templates at 
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ultralow concentration in an organic solvent free system. By applying the impregnation 

strategy, Ca and Ce can be easily incorporated into silicate network resulting in nearly 

spherical DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs. Both DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs showed 

favorable apatite-forming capacity in SBF indicating their bioactivity in vitro. After being 

loaded with propolis, DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs exhibited sustained release behavior 

with low initial burst release of propolis. The results of this study thus imply that both 

DMBGNs and Ce-DMBGNs are promising materials for bone regeneration, local drug 

and ion delivery. The kinetic of Ce and Ca release remains to be investigated which 

should be tuned taking into account the biomolecule (propolis) release kinetics.
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